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interesting aspect of God's plan? God is goAg to intervene, and when

wings get so bad it seems they coundn't possibly be any worse, God is

going to g intervene and to seize the hosts of the high ones on high

and the kings of the earth aad- upon the earth and gather them together

a prisoners are gathered in the pit, and shut them up in the prison,

and there they will remain forpf many days, and f during those many

days you have what is described in the first twelve verses. Do we have

languishing, misery, desolation upon the earth? No. The first verses

are not presenting what happened in these many days; they are describing

the Babylonian exile. But during those many days; these prisoners

languished in the See- prison. They were ua unable to deceive the

nations any longer or to commit any worse havoc upon the earth, but

God keeps them there many days, and then after many days 1mskes a

call on them. "After many days shall they be visited." But of course,

the Hvbpew- Hebrew word that is here translated "visit" doesn't ma- mean

'o make a cal]'. It has nothing whatever to do with making a call. But

that word in Old English, that word "visit" gives the right Idea--in Old

English. But in Modern English nobody even uses it/ in this sense.

We use it in the sense of a visitation, a visitation of the A mihy-

Almighty. And we find it in the Bible; "God has visited His people and

brought themy up out of the exile' "God visited the sins of the

fathers upon the children"/. "To visit" in the Bible sense of this

Hebrew word--the Hebrew word means"to intervene with power and make a

change, a great change in one's condition." To intervene, and to take the

one who is in misery and exalt him, or take the one who is in misery and

to put him into worse misery. To take the one who is high and to topple

him. "To visit" is to intervene with great power and to make a great chang

and it is used frequently in the Scripture in that sense, the Hebrew

word And so here these prisoners are shut up in the

prison many days, 4 and after many days they are visited. Does that........................................
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